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Zigbee Intelligent Gateway

Product Introduction

Intelligent gateway is a control center of XiaoLei 

control system, all the luminaries (driver) and 

intelligent devices can be distant and intelligent

ganged scene control.

Intelligent gateway integrated design can be 

compressed AC pin and plugged in directly, 

through WiFi to zigbee bidirection communication,  

wireless protocol program can be achieve the 

bidirectional real-time feedback of running 

status between APP and intelligent device. In 

WiFi or 4G network environment can be remote 

controlled, with ad hoc network performance. 

With intelligent panel, can achieve auto-matic 

signal relay function, and with the motion sensor, 

can trigger the linkage scene, but also support 

the independent remote control of intelligent 

driver. Multiple control way can greatly meet the 

different needs of customers.

Operating Schematic

Model:

Input Voltage:

Communication Protocol:

Communication Standard:

Working Temp.:

Dimension :

Packing：

Weight (G.W.) :

Product Parameters Device Connection

1. Short press the configuration key, blue light slow 
    flash, enter the search status, with APP search 
    intelligent lamp or intelligent device.

2. Long press the configuration key for 6s, blue light 
    flash, reset the distribution network status.
    (If you change the password of wireless router or 
    replace a new wireless router, long press and hold 
    for 6s to re-match to retain the gateway and sub-
    device data)

3. Long press the configuration key for 15s, red light 
    flash 5 times and blue light quick flash, the gateway 
    will clear all the data and restore the factory settings.

4. Blue light quick flash, indicating that the gateway 
    is waiting for the APP command to configure the 
    network.
5. Red light flash, indicating that the gateway and the 
    network has been disconnected. (need to check 
    whether the wireless router has changed the name 
    and password, or the distance between the gateway 
    and the wireless router is beyond the scope of the 
    connection.)
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Scan QR Code to download the APP via
mobile phone.

iOS / Android

Open WLAN via mobile phone, connect to the 
wireless router.
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Operating Guidance Common Question and Answer
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1. How does the intelligent gateway access the network?
    The intelligent gateway is connect to home router 
    through WiFi wireless way, and realize remote control 
    through mobile phone APP.
2. What to do when configure network failure?
   Confirm the password or case is correct.  
   Confirm wireless router is  unhidden, WiFi hidden 

   network setting is unsupported. 
   Distance is too far between gateway, mobile phone 
   and router, try to close these three parts.
   Wireless router is out of connection quantity and lead 
   to can not join the network.
   5G WiFi signal is unsupported.

3. How many sub-equipments can gateway support?
    Currently, the gateway can be meet Max. 32 intelligent 
    drivers, 8 intelligent panels and 8 motion sensors 
    connect to use at the same time.
4. Is it possible to control while the external network of 
    wireless router is disconnect?
    Intelligent gateway are supported local area network 
    and internet double insurance mode to achieve control, 
    even without external network can be control by local 
    area network, but so far unable to achieve control 
    through 4G.
5. What if the device control is not sensitive?
    First check whether the equipment is too close to a 
    large area of metal so blocked by them or effected by 
    some electric appliance with larger electromagnetic 
    radiation, be careful to keep intelligent devices away 
    from these factors as much as possible.
   Too much wall will lead to signal weakness, it is 
   recommended that each room install one intelligent
    panel to relay zigbee signal, or adjust the direction of 
   the device. 
6. How to do while intelligent gateway search device 
    quantity is not complete?
   Please make sure that  "Problem 5" does not exist.
   Confirm the steps is following the APP's instructions.

Add intelligent gateway to the wireless router. Add intelligent device to room accordingly. Now start to intelligent control, realize mobile 
phone remote control in distant.
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